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RoadRoad MapMap

ItIt isis a a complexcomplex worldworld
OldOld virtual virtual organizationsorganizations
TypesTypes ofof VOsVOs
BenefitsBenefits
ChallengesChallenges
WhyWhy virtual virtual organizationsorganizations are are 
ofof interestinterest toto ee--governancegovernance
andand ee--administrationadministration
PossiblePossible applicationsapplications
QuestionsQuestions??
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A Virtual A Virtual OrganizationOrganization

IsIs notnot a a distinctdistinct structurestructure::
–– A A strategystrategy forfor revolutionizingrevolutionizing communicationcommunication

andand collaborationcollaboration, , assetasset configurationconfiguration andand
knowledgeknowledge disseminationdissemination, , oftenoften by by utilizingutilizing
newnew communicationcommunication andand informationinformation
technologiestechnologies
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Current research on virtual 
organizations is often based
in complexity theory
Adaptive and strategic choice

theories
Metamorphosis theories (e.g., life

cycle theories)
Evolutionary theories like

population ecology

Lessons from Complexity
Theory
Theories and practice can co-

evolve
Look for patterns, not

predictability
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Old Virtual OrganizationsOld Virtual Organizations

Distributed sales  (Dutch East Distributed sales  (Dutch East 
India Company and doorIndia Company and door--toto--
door salesmen)door salesmen)
The decline of the studio The decline of the studio 
system in Hollywood created a system in Hollywood created a 
model of independent model of independent 
partnershipspartnerships
HollowedHollowed--out organizations out organizations 
(sending functions elsewhere (sending functions elsewhere 
as part of downsizing)as part of downsizing)
Telecommuting (originally was Telecommuting (originally was 
phone work)phone work)
Keiretsu (network of Japanese Keiretsu (network of Japanese 
companies that own shares in companies that own shares in 
each other for security)each other for security)
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TypesTypes ofof Virtual Virtual OrganizationsOrganizations
ThreeThree basicbasic categoriescategories
–– Virtual Virtual integrationintegration——wherewhere a small core of people a small core of people 

organize numerous processes done usually by organize numerous processes done usually by 
contractors (e.g., Nike)contractors (e.g., Nike)

–– TemporaryTemporary networksnetworks——wherewhere individuals and small individuals and small 
groups come together to make products or get groups come together to make products or get 
someone electedsomeone elected——also called evanescent also called evanescent 
organizations (e.g., movies)organizations (e.g., movies)

–– GeographicGeographic dispersiondispersion——wherewhere employees are often employees are often 
isolated or where teams are set up around the world isolated or where teams are set up around the world 
(e.g., global engineering and telecommuting)(e.g., global engineering and telecommuting)
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ExamplesExamples
AT&TAT&T teleworkersteleworkers are are partpart ofof a a ““networknetwork--centric centric 
organizationorganization””
–– CloseClose toto 90% 90% ofof itsits 50,000 50,000 workersworkers participateparticipate in in 

telecommutingtelecommuting
–– 30% are 30% are onlyonly teleworkersteleworkers, 41% , 41% telecommutetelecommute

regularlyregularly

ProductivityProductivity isis measuredmeasured onon availablityavailablity, , quantityquantity, , 
qualityquality, , quantityquantity/time /time andand itit isis steadilysteadily goinggoing up up 
accordingaccording toto AT&TAT&T

http://www.att.com/
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Movie Studio NetworksMovie Studio Networks
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VirtualityVirtuality in Organizationsin Organizations
Three features:Three features:
–– The creation of a common value chainThe creation of a common value chain

(Benjamin & (Benjamin & WiganWigan, 1995; , 1995; RayportRayport & & SvioklaSviokla, , 
1995)1995)

–– Processes supported by distributed Processes supported by distributed 
information technologyinformation technology

(Palmer & (Palmer & SpeierSpeier, 1997), 1997)

–– A high degree of informal communication A high degree of informal communication 
(traditionally they lacked formal rules, (traditionally they lacked formal rules, 
procedures, norms, clear reporting procedures, norms, clear reporting 
relationships)relationships)
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Virtual Organization StrengthsVirtual Organization Strengths

Unlike a bureaucracy, which is a fixed set of Unlike a bureaucracy, which is a fixed set of 
relationships for processing all problems, the relationships for processing all problems, the 
network organization molds itself to each network organization molds itself to each 
problemproblem
Cost beneficialCost beneficial——reduced real estate, faster reduced real estate, faster 
throughthrough--put (often required reput (often required re--engineering) engineering) 
higher productivity in many cases from less time higher productivity in many cases from less time 
on the road and fewer distractions (especially if on the road and fewer distractions (especially if 
working from home)working from home)
Reduce impact of time and spaceReduce impact of time and space
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VOsVOs are Sometimes in the Darkare Sometimes in the Dark
Low individual commitmentLow individual commitment
Role overload and role Role overload and role 
ambiguityambiguity
Absenteeism and social Absenteeism and social 
loafingloafing
Lack of permanency and Lack of permanency and 
consistency perceived by consistency perceived by 
customers/clientscustomers/clients
Problems of reliabilityProblems of reliability
Little knowledge of partners Little knowledge of partners 
(e.g., sweatshops)(e.g., sweatshops)
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One Challenge
of
Globalization:

Creating
Virtual, Smart
Organizations
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To Change to a Virtual OrganizationTo Change to a Virtual Organization
Major transition that requires links to:Major transition that requires links to:
–– Organizational processes (e.g., knowledge Organizational processes (e.g., knowledge 

management)management)
–– ““BusinessBusiness”” processes (e.g., order processes (e.g., order 

fulfillment)fulfillment)
–– Human resources (e.g., reward systems)Human resources (e.g., reward systems)
–– Information and communication Information and communication 

technologies (technologies (e.ge.g, Intranets, Decision , Intranets, Decision 
Support Systems)Support Systems)
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Series Series ofof StudiesStudies LookingLooking atat
ChangeChange toto VSOsVSOs

InvestigatingInvestigating governmentgovernment organizationsorganizations, , 
nonnon--profitsprofits, , IGOsIGOs, , NGOsNGOs andand corporationscorporations
UtilizingUtilizing a a widewide varietyvariety ofof portalsportals, , 
platformsplatforms, software , software andand hardwarehardware
KnowledgeKnowledge managementmanagement requirementrequirement alsoalso
meansmeans a a focusfocus onon communitiescommunities ofof practicepractice
andand otherother nonnon--ICT ICT collaborationcollaboration andand
sharingsharing toolstools andand practicespractices
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Preliminary FindingsPreliminary Findings--TasksTasks
Not all tasks are easily performed virtuallyNot all tasks are easily performed virtually--
--start with tasks most suitable to virtual start with tasks most suitable to virtual 
form because they are either:form because they are either:
–– Not hurt by Not hurt by virtualityvirtuality (e.g., efficient Internet based (e.g., efficient Internet based 

process already exists; communication hierarchy is process already exists; communication hierarchy is 
relatively unchanged)relatively unchanged)

oror
–– They benefit from the virtual form (e.g., tasks that They benefit from the virtual form (e.g., tasks that 

utilize distributed resources, are communication utilize distributed resources, are communication 
intensive and based on competence or expertise)intensive and based on competence or expertise)
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Preliminary FindingsPreliminary Findings--HierarchyHierarchy
Hierarchy in virtual organizations has Hierarchy in virtual organizations has 
more to do with the efficiency of more to do with the efficiency of 
communication than formal authority communication than formal authority 
structuresstructures
““FlatteningFlattening”” the organization only works the organization only works 
to a degree and levels are not all badto a degree and levels are not all bad
Organizations making the transition to Organizations making the transition to 
virtualityvirtuality need to focus on maintaining need to focus on maintaining 
member identification as command member identification as command 
structures become ambiguousstructures become ambiguous
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Preliminary FindingsPreliminary Findings--PlanningPlanning
Success hinges on:Success hinges on:
–– Carefully designed, interdependent Carefully designed, interdependent 

processes designed to achieve shared processes designed to achieve shared 
organizational objectives are best (many organizational objectives are best (many 
information technologies are designed information technologies are designed 
independently)independently)

–– Effective training of personnel in the use of Effective training of personnel in the use of 
information and communication technology information and communication technology 
as knowledge (it is often insufficient)as knowledge (it is often insufficient)

–– Reducing role ambiguity (it is often the Reducing role ambiguity (it is often the 
largest problem)largest problem)
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Preliminary FindingsPreliminary Findings----Speed of Speed of 
ChangeChange

Diffusion is the key:Diffusion is the key:
–– Need to develop a learning Need to develop a learning 

cultureculture
–– Helps to have permeable Helps to have permeable 

boundariesboundaries
–– Coordinating Coordinating ““communities of communities of 

practicepractice””
get the get the ““systemsystem”” in the roomin the room

–– Managers are accountable for Managers are accountable for 
breadth and depth of the breadth and depth of the 
changechange
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Knowledge Management in Knowledge Management in VSOsVSOs
Transitions to  virtual organizations are designed 
assuming that the following is correct:

Physical 
Organization

Virtual 
Organization

Fragmented, Unevenly-
Distributed Knowledge

Evenly Distributed and 
Differentiated Knowledge

This is true only if there is cultural readiness--it is 
amazingly easy for people to ignore technology!
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VSOsVSOs
InformationInformation isis active versus active versus staticstatic ((everyoneeveryone in in 
thethe organizationsorganizations can can getget whatwhat theythey needneed andand itit
itit notnot trappedtrapped in in oldold IT IT systemssystems oror peoplepeople
unwillingunwilling toto shareshare knowledgeknowledge ))
WorkWork can be can be accomplishedaccomplished in a in a varietyvariety ofof waysways
((e.ge.g,. ,. therethere isis redundancyredundancy andand flexibilityflexibility in in thethe
networknetwork))
KnowledgeKnowledge isis actionableactionable——whatwhat works in what works in what 
situation requires sophisticated reasoning and a situation requires sophisticated reasoning and a 
multimulti--dimensional understanding of capability dimensional understanding of capability 
and context    and context    
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Challenges of ChangeChallenges of Change
Research findings indicate that change:Research findings indicate that change:
–– Is hard to envisionIs hard to envision
–– Even harder to manageEven harder to manage

Many of the organizations had difficulty Many of the organizations had difficulty 
getting people involved in the transition getting people involved in the transition 
to to virtualityvirtuality
Managers found it was hard to say the Managers found it was hard to say the 
right thingright thing----even small issues could be even small issues could be 
threateningthreatening
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Preliminary Advice for Change Preliminary Advice for Change 
ManagersManagers

Need to create information exchange roles in Need to create information exchange roles in 
addition to formal authority rolesaddition to formal authority roles
Start the change process with people that Start the change process with people that 
display a highdisplay a high--degree of degree of ““remote workremote work”” selfself--
efficacy (they can make decisions and execute efficacy (they can make decisions and execute 
behaviors on their own)behaviors on their own)
Develop sharedDevelop shared--situational awarenesssituational awareness----e.ge.g., ., 
common ground, shared mental models and common ground, shared mental models and 
focus on focus on what others what others dondon´́tt knowknow
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Preliminary Advice for Change Preliminary Advice for Change 
Managers, continuedManagers, continued

Although standardized IT software and tasks often lead Although standardized IT software and tasks often lead 
to the notion that a larger span of control can be to the notion that a larger span of control can be 
designed in the VSO (designed in the VSO (““technological levelingtechnological leveling””), smaller ), smaller 
teams appear to perform better due to the requirements teams appear to perform better due to the requirements 
of eof e--communicationcommunication
A fair number of employees will need to be recycled A fair number of employees will need to be recycled 
through training and not all can adaptthrough training and not all can adapt
–– If you cannot change the people, then change the If you cannot change the people, then change the 

people!people!
Think of dataThink of data--bases in terms of bases in terms of ““organizational organizational 
memorymemory””----accessible and externalizedaccessible and externalized
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Risk MitigationRisk Mitigation
Keep up personal relationshipsKeep up personal relationships----
significant problems arise with suppliers significant problems arise with suppliers 
that miss the facethat miss the face--toto--face interactions face interactions 
Security is better than ever but most Security is better than ever but most 
problems were related to individual problems were related to individual 
practices (e.g., leaving the computer on practices (e.g., leaving the computer on 
while out to lunch)while out to lunch)
The right people in the right jobsThe right people in the right jobs
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Make Sure the VSO Strategy Fits Make Sure the VSO Strategy Fits 

A lot of “copying” as opposed to adapting is happening 
as organizations restructure or reengineer virtually
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The “smart” part of virtual 
organizations:

You cannot hold most knowledge 
and information captive.  There 
needs to be a balance between 
competitive strategy in the short 

term and long-term sustainability.
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QuestionsQuestions
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